
             Bonuses for IM NewsWatch Readers 
 
 

 
 

1. Viral Soci Sharer & Locker  

 

How would you like to install a premium wp plugin built with all the 
capabilities & necessities to get more shares into your website. This 
brings you more exposure on all the Social networks and gets you viral 



visitors on demand. There's no other sharing plugin that has the depth of 
options that you get from this one. Multiple Sharing Buttons, Different 
Display showcases, Followers buttons, Social Content Locker.  
Honestly, This is the only plugin on the market where the share buttons 
actually work very well. There are 44 share options and You can control 
how your Sharing Buttons will show up, using a specific Template, 
horizontal/vertical position, with or without Network name or Social 
Counts. 
This is the best way to spread your content and increase the amount of 
traffic to your Website from most used Social Networks: FaceBook, 
Twitter, Google+, LinkedIn etc  Packed with special features that can 
become a dynamic tool for your social strategy. Where you can set a 
Delay Time or to AutoUnlock some content after a while. The Visitors 
may need to Share again your WebPage if you set the Locker to Reset 
after a certain time. 
 
 
Get Site Book Pro and your Bonuses 
 
 

2. Interactive Image Builder 

 



This is a WordPress plugin that lets you tag your images with any web 
content, making them more interactive. Using this plugin, you can take 
any image and tag it with practically any web hosted content, such as 
hyperlinks to web pages, albums hosted on photo services, videos 
(YouTube, Vimeo etc) and countless other things 
 
Get Site Book Pro and your Bonuses 
 
 

3. Support Board v1.2.9 - Chat And Help Desk 

 
Support Board is a powerful solution to communicate with your users. 
Complete tickets system, chat, dedicated membership system and much 
more. No coding skills required! Support desk and chat plugin for 
WordPress. A complete solution to provide support to your audience. 
The first WordPress plugin with a complete bot integration powered by 
API.AI by Google. The cheapest and best Slack integration. 
 
 
Get Site Book Pro and your Bonuses 
 
 

4. ViralApp Builder – Viral news, lists, quiz, videos & 
polls App 



 
ViralPress is a software to build a viral content sharing platform. ViralApp 
Builder supports news, lists, images, audio, videos, playlists, galleries, 
social media embeds, polls and quizzes. 

With ViralApp Builder, anyone can easily create viral lists, quizzes and 
polls quickly and easily from the front end. ViralApp Builder supports 
open list & copy list features to allow any user of your site to contribute 
to viral lists. Alongside the cool meme generator, gallery and playlist 
builder will take your site to the next level. 

 
Get Site Book Pro and your Bonuses 
 
 

5. Instant Publisher (Create Instant Facebook Articles 
& Simple Google AMP Blogs) 



 
 
Instant Publisher is a multi-purpose blog & magazine app which you can 
use to easily create Facebook Instant Articles & Google AMP pages. 
Instant Publisher has clean, responsive and user-friendly design. You 
are able to manage your posts,categories, users and settings with its 
powerful Admin panel. Dynamic form for creating posts. Ad management 
ready you can easily add ads to your posts. It is secured, seo optimized, 
fast and simple to use. 
 
What are Facebook Instant Articles ? Instant Articles is a mobile 
publishing format that enables news publishers to distribute articles to 
Facebook’s app that load and display as much as 10 times faster than 
the standard mobile web. 
 
What is Google AMP ? The AMP Project is an open-source initiative 
aiming to make the web better for all. The project enables the creation of 
websites and ads that are consistently fast, beautiful and high-
performing across devices and distribution platforms. 
 
Get Site Book Pro and your Bonuses 
 
 
 

6. Traffic Hover (Monetize Any Image Shared on 
Social Media) 



 
This combines all of the web’s most popular social services into one 
easy to use software plugin. Traffic Hover allows you to quickly and 
easily add hover-over social buttons to your images on-the-fly making 
them instantly “shareable” on Pinterest, Facebook, Twitter, and Google 
Plus. Even better, the hover effects are silky smooth, cross browser, and 
come with multiple overlay images! More Shares = More Traffic = More 
$$$$ 
 
 
Get Site Book Pro and your Bonuses 
 
 

7. Azonpress App  

 
Have a wordpress content website or blog but still love to profit with 
Amazon? This is a great WordPress plugin which lets you easily and 
flexibly embed Amazon products in your posts, pages or widgets. It use 



the official Amazon Product Advertising API and you make money with 
every sale that comes about your site. 
The usage is very simple. First configure the connection settings and 
then paste your Azan plug shortcode – that's it. You can display single 
products or bestseller lists with Azonplug. You can search (and show) 
products with specific categories, browse node id or a simple keyword. 
One really great feature is the dynamic templates. You can 
create/customize your own template to display products directly from 
WordPress admin. That means we allow you to use custom templates 
using basic HTML and CSS only… pretty amazing   
 
Get Site Book Pro and your Bonuses 
 
 

8. RSS Pro WordPress Plugin 

 
Here's An Easy Way To Add Search Engine Friendly, Regularly Updated 
Content To Your WordPress Blogs! 
If you are a niche marketer or blogger, chances are you may have more 
than one blog to manage to make your income grow. 



The thing with having lots of sites to manage is the creation of the 
content and making it rank go Google and other major search engines 
on the internet. 
The good thing is that, if your blog is powered by WordPress, there is an 
amazing plugin that is a huge help for many bloggers and internet 
marketers nowadays. This plugin is called WP RSS Pro. 
 
 
Get Site Book Pro and your Bonuses 
 
 

9. WP Viral Traffic Ninja 

 
Traffic is the lifeblood to every profitable Internet business and 
WITHOUT it your beautiful looking blog will be lost in a sea of mediocrity.  
This is a Simple Automated Traffic System You Can Use To Get 
UNLIMITED Visitors To Your Blog For FREE! This WordPress Plugin 
offer your visitors a reward for telling others about your blog... and they 
do all the work for you!  
It's fast, it's easy and most importantly... this method is guaranteed to 
drive unlimited traffic to your blog.Some of the benefits: 

·    Simple to install and use! 
·    Fully automated Wordpress plugin! 



·    Just a few minutes of setting it up and you are done! 
·    Uses cookies and IP addresses to prevent cheating! 
·    Start generating viral traffic with no effort on your part! 
·    Create unlimited prizes to get massive amounts of free 
traffic! 
·    Customize how many referrals are needed to unlock each 
prize! 
·    Enjoy a hands-off approach to instant and passive traffic 
forever! 
·       Automatically build a massive list by 'legally' bribing your 
visitors! 

 
 
Get Site Book Pro and your Bonuses 
 
 

10. Viral Article Producer (Platinum Edition) 

 
 

Discover How to Produce Profit-Pulling “Viral Article” Mini-Sites in 
Minutes! NO HTML KNOWLEDGE REQUIRED! 



In the internet marketing world, content is king, and you can't deny that 
fact. That's why content producers are making out the best of their 
content to make it viral. 
The challenge though is that content creation is very time-consuming 
especially if you own lots of websites. But the good news is that inside 
this product is a powerful software that will help you produce content 
ideas for your content creation procedure. 
Few of the best benefits from this software is in the list below: 

·       Increase sales of a product or affiliate product by creating 
high-value follow-up series 
·       Transform your pages into an authority hub by providing 
users and the search engines with fresh content about your 
product, service and/or niche      
·       Establish yourself as an expert in your field – these well-
written will make you appear to be the expert that prospects should 
go to when they have a question in your niche!      
·    And much, much more! 

 
Get Site Book Pro and your Bonuses 
 
 

11. Unique Ebook Generator PRO 



 
Are You Ready To Start Cashing In The Ebook Craze With Your 
Wordpress Blogs? Finally… A dead-easy, no-frills way to create ebooks 
with your WP blogs... Lightning-fast! 
As you might know, ebooks have always been all the rage. They sell like 
hot cakes and even if you are not selling them, they get READ 
voraciously. 
Today a GREAT news is coming for you. How would you like to create 
ebooks from your WP dashboard so that you can sell them or give them 
away for free? Well, IT’S possible... believe it or not. 
 
 
Get Site Book Pro and your Bonuses 
 
 

12. Google Traffic RPI Check Software 



 
Ranking Videos In YouTube And Google Has Evolved But Most Video 
Marketers Have NOT Evolved With It! In Fact, Most Marketers Are Doing 
It All Wrong! 
Video marketing has been proven to be one of the best ways to generate 
money on the internet. As for many bloggers and internet marketers, 
video marketing is also one of the best channels to attract traffic to their 
websites. 
The thing is that the internet evolved so fast as well as the technology 
and the principles. And if you don't go down with the flow of the latest 
technologies, surely we will get left behind. 
The good news is that inside this product is a tool that will help you 
achieve the video marketing success that you've dreamt possible. 
 
Get Site Book Pro and your Bonuses 
 
 

13. Viral Affiliate PDF Brander Software 



 
Here's How You Can Promote All Your Products And Services On 
Autopilot Using The Power Of Viral PDF Reports! 
If you sell digital products online, likely an Ebook in PDF Form, chances 
are you may offer an affiliate program to make more sales and lessen 
the marketing expenses you may have spent. 
So to maximize your affiliate marketing program to the next level, giving 
the marketing materials to your affiliate marketing partners is a huge 
advantage to lessen the effort of partners and immediately make more 
sales along the way. 
One of these marketing materials is giving them a free report that they 
can use as a lead magnet to their email marketing campaign. And one of 
the features of this lead magnet - ebooks have their unique affiliate links 
that if their subscribers make a purchase, they will also make a 
commission. 
 
Get Site Book Pro and your Bonuses 
 
 

14. Lead Capture Pro; 



 
Lead Capture Pro is a lead capture and sales tool. Add the forms to your 

site via shortcodes and start to collect leads. These can then be sold to 

your registered companies via Stripe. 

 

Features; 

=> Shortcode for lead capture form 

=> Shortcode for company registration form 

=> Accept, reject or delete leads 

=> Accept, reject or delete companies 

=> Registered companies can purchase leads 

=> Registered companies can see their order history 

=> Take payments via Stripe 

=> Take payments ‘on account' 

=> Set the number of times a leads can be sold 

=> Set the price leads are sold at 

=> Plugin sends emails when leads are submitted, accepted or rejected 

=> Plugin sends emails when companies are submitted, accepted or 

rejected 

=> Plugin sends emails when company purchases a lead 



=> Simple form builder for creating lead capture forms 

=> Create leads or companies from the admin area 

 
Get Site Book Pro and your Bonuses 
 
 

15. Premier Widgets 

 
Supreme Widgets is a Premium WordPress plugin made to enhance 
your website with much needed social and marketing features! From 
Facebook Page like box, Simple Twitter stream and Social network with 
Font Awesome icon, to Contact Form with captcha, Responsive Google 
Ads and Google Maps. 
Choose from 14 unique widgets and boost your static website with 
beautiful features. 
Contact Form + Captcha, Tabs, Call to Action (Image, text + button), 
Facebook, Twitter, Video, Audio, Page Siblings, Page Submenu, 
Responsive Google Ads, Two Newsletter services (MailChimp and 
MadMimi), Google Maps, Sidebar Login, Social Network List + Font 
Awesome Icons 
 
Get Site Book Pro and your Bonuses 
 
 



 

16. Share-subscribe-contact-aio-Widget 

 
This is the BIGGEST high technology platform to help each website 
reach their goals like getting more sore, get more followers, get more 
sales, get more YouTube views, get more email subscribers, to get more 
visitors feedbacks, to present visitors special offers, to promote content 
with social media, to integrate and control external widgets like 
Facebook messenger, Vimeo video, soundcloud audio, twitter news 
feed, telegram chats, social networking Follow Us widgets etc. 
 


